
The sculptress, Zdena Fibichová (1933 – 1991) belonged to post-war generation,
which has emerged at the end of 1950’s on the Czech art scene.
Times of her studies on VŠUP (Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design) with
Josef Wagner, was crucial for her evolution as a sculptress. Here she found not
only her great example in the persona of her teacher, but she also met other
artists, who shared her art tendencies and also, became her lifetime friends.
In 1959, with her fellow students, Olbram Zoubek, Eva Kmentová and Vladimír
Preclík (who she married), she joined the „Trasa 54“. Along with this group,
Zdena Fibichová, has exhibited on all collective exhibitions, not only in the
60’s, but also after the revolution.
Zdena Fibichová was influenced by many leading art trends at home and in
Europe. She was oriented mainly to modern english sculpturing. Vitally
important was her first study trip to Vence in south of France, where she became
familiar with ceramic clay, later her prevailing material.
Expression through more or less numerous cycles, was typical for the artist,
which is emphasized by multiple approaches to a single artistic theme. So she
created series of sculptures, significant by gradual reduction heading towards
abstract shapes. This process escalated in the end of the 60’s in the Stele and
Pulpits cycles, which are considered as peak points of her work.
In her weaker 1970’s, the author was focused mainly on developing of ceramic
reliefs. The next decade is dedicated to sculptures of pressed ceramic clay, later
enhanced by wiring technique.
She ended her career by works based on zoomorphic themes. It is needed to
mention, that Zdena Fibichová also dedicated herself to drawing, favourably
with indian ink and crayon.
Although she was a recognized artist, she stepped out of the spotlights after the
revolution. Thanks to her unquestionable rare qualities within her generation, it
would be unfortunate to miss out on her artistic views.


